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Amy and Daniel O’Donnell, who farm near
Cappoquin, Co Waterford, are part of the
Teagasc Greenfield Dairy programme.
They created a detailed expansion plan
which will guide the growth of their dairy
farm. See page 12

A

s prices firm up, farmers are
looking ahead with confidence
and considering expansion.The

key point is to plan carefully and
PICTURE: Mark Moore

prioritise the steps within your plan to
ensure you make the most efficient use of
resources and avoid pitfalls. In that way,
you’ll end up with a more profitable
business and not just a larger one.
On page 12, Tom O’Dwyer outlines
some key thoughts on planning any
business
expansion. On

HEALTHY PEOPLE, HEALTHY COWS
20 Sinead McParland says milk is set
to become even healthier

page 36, Mary
Ryan describes a
project where
growers jointly
plan their forest
thinning. By
teaming up, they
gain economies of
scale and better
prices from
contractors.
Any plan is
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built around
intermediate and
long-term goals,

The key point
is to plan
carefully and
prioritise the
steps within
your plan to
ensure you
make the
most efficient
use of
resources
and avoid
pitfalls

which will tell you
if your plan is on
track and, ultimately, whether it has
been successful. Goals can also help with
day-to-day management, offering
something to aim for and achieve even
when there are no major business
developments in train.
At this year’s Ploughing Match,
Teagasc invite visitors to our stand to
commit to small goals which could have

All editorial enquiries to: Teagasc, Oak Park, Carlow Tel: (059) 9170200 Fax: (059) 9183498
e-mail: mark.moore@teagasc.ie | web: www.teagasc.ie

a big effect on the profitability of their
business (page 4). Every farmer taking
part can discuss these goals with experts

The publishers do not accept responsibility for any private and trade advertisements or
advertising insertions included in this publication. Occasional reference in this magazine to
trade names and proprietary products may be inevitable. No endorsement of named
products is intended, nor is any criticism implied of similar products which are not
mentioned.

on the day, commit to a simple but
hugely beneficial change, and be
entered for a valuable prize draw. Now
that sound’s like a plan!
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ploughing 2010

T

HE ‘One Goal Challenge’ is the
theme for this year’s Teagasc
stand at the National Ploughing Championships, which will
take place near Athy from 21 to 23 September. As usual, there will be a team of
advisers, educators and researchers
available on the stand to inform and advise visitors about the full range of Teagasc activities and services. But this
year we are taking a slightly different
approach by offering farmers and
growers, and other rural dwellers, the
opportunity to consider and commit to a
range of specific goals which could benefit their business or career.
The goals will be presented under
the headings Dairy, Cattle, Sheep, Forestry, Tillage, Horticulture, Environment, Diversification, Farm Business
Management and Education.
Each of these sectors will offer a
range of goals to choose from and visitors might decide to opt for three or four
goals  one from each. Each of the goals
will be SMART: Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Realistic, Time bound.
This means they are not vague; you
can measure whether it has been
achieved, you have the means to complete it and a date is set by which time
you will have achieved your goal.
A SMART goal might be as simple as
setting a date by which you will have
joined a discussion group; of course,
then you must follow through.You might
decide your goal is to establish the suckler beef value of your stock bull and plan
a replacement, if necessary, by the start
of February.A tillage farmer might set
soil sampling of all or part of the farm
before Christmas as his SMART goal.
In each case the steps needed to fulfil
the goal are manageable. If we set too
many or unrealistically ambitious goals,
we often fail to achieve any. But don’t
underestimate the power of SMART
goals.They can dramatically improve a
business by generating progress and
momentum for change. A goal achieved
generates an appetite for more.

ILLUSTRATION: Eamon Sinnott & Partners, Naas, Co Kildare

The Ploughing match offers a great
opportunity to set yourself some
SMART goals.You can choose which
area of your business needs some attention and chat with Teagasc experts to
formulate a goal which, once reached,
will represent a decisive step forward
for that enterprise.
To add some fun to the process, each
person who commits to a goal (you may
commit to several) will be entered into a
draw for worthwhile prizes.The draw
will take place at the end of each day.
Here’s a SMART goal you could set
yourself: to attend the Ploughing match,
visit the Teagasc stand, pick up an entry
form and commit to one of the goals specified there  or write your own. See
you there!

 Mark Moore

As well as the normal access to advisers, researchers and educators, visitors to theTeagasc stand
at the Ploughing Match will be able to discuss and formulate SMART goals for their businesses.
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Combined heat and power at Oak Park
Electricity generation typically converts approximately 30% of input energy into output energy.
Efficiency can be improved significantly if the waste heat from electricity
production can be used in a system
called combined heat and power production (CHP).
CHP plants can use a variety of
feedstocks, including biomass. However, small-scale biomass CHP plants
have not been available until recently
and the technology is still maturing.
Government renewable energy

plans include the production of
800MW of electricity from biomass
CHP but this plan will be difficult to
achieve unless a range of biomass CHP
plant sizes are available.
One small-scale biomass CHP technology that is now available is a plant
in which an updraft gasifier and gas
burner are combined with a Stirling
engine  an external combustion engine.
Heat generated in a boiler is transferred through heat exchangers to the
engine, where it is converted into rotary motion which, in turn, is converted into electricity through an
alternator attached to the crankshaft.
A CHP plant based on the above
principle is now working at Teagasc
Oak Park.Woodchips are augered into
the gasifier (black cylinder) and the
resulting gas will be burned in the
combustion chamber (blue cylinder).
Heat from the combustion process
is being used to heat water but also to
supply electricity through the Stirling
engine (green).

BOOKREVIEW
Tree Planting & Aftercare: a
practical handbook, edited by
Elizabeth Agate (BTCV) e17
This A4-sized book of over 130 pages is
exactly what the title indicates — a
practical guide to the planting and caring
of trees. It gets going with sensible
information and advice on planning and
design (what species to plant where?),
tools and equipment. A chapter on
propagation covers how to collect suckers and seeds, breaking dormancy,
sowing and growing on, lifting for final
planting and a summarising chart listing
the practicalities for all the main species
of trees you are likely to plant.
A very useful chart is included,
showing the minimum distances at
which trees may be planted from a
house to avoid subsidence. The main
chapter describes practical techniques
for planting trees and gives full details
on different ways of protecting them from
animals. Post-planting care of trees has
a chapter of its own and covers not just
weeding, but pests and diseases, pruning, thinning and coppicing.
 Sean Sheehan

Small plots  big harvest
In 2010, the Oak Park crops research team harvested about
6,000 cereal plots in more than 50 different trials in nine
locations across seven counties. Each plot was weighed,
sampled and recorded in the field. The trials involved
disease assessments and pre-harvest yield sampling,
followed by a series of lab tests on the harvested grain.
The plots are part of the crop science research
programme which includes trials looking at disease control
and yield formation (2,600 plots), nutrient use efficiency
(1,850), cultivation systems, greenhouse gas emissions, etc
(850), weed control and other topics (600). Most of the plots
comprise winter wheat (2,900) and spring barley (1,700),
with winter barley, spring wheat and lesser amounts of rape
and beans making up the remainder.
With up to 130 pieces of research data created from each
plot, the harvest yields an amount of information that will be
analysed and interpreted to assist growers in coming
seasons.

Richie Hackett and Ivan Mitchell harvesting winter wheat plots.
This combine features an Oak Park specified grain sampling/delivery system and a Harvestmaster electronic weighing and data
recording unit.
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upcoming events
Forestry events
NATIONALFORESTRY
DEMONSTRATIONOF TENDING AND
THINNINGOF BROADLEAF
WOODLANDS,THURSDAY 9
SEPTEMBER,DUNMANWAY,CO CORK.
Convene at the Parkway Hotel, Dunmanway, any time between 11am and
1pm. Participants will be bused to the
nearby site and the demonstration will
take approximately 2.5 hours. Please
bring appropriate footwear and rain
gear. All are welcome. Event is free. For
more information, visit www.teagasc.ie/
forestry

INTERNATIONALGRASS CONFERENCE,14 & 15 OCTOBER,CORK

Grasses for
the Future
Perennial ryegrasses:
current and future genetic
potential
A unique opportunity for all grassland
industry stakeholders (breeders, merchants, advisers, farmers, evaluators,
scientists) to come together to discuss
the future needs of the sector.
Date
Thursday,14 October
Friday, 15 October

GROWINGWOODLANDS 
ENHANCINGOURLIVES, 3 TO17
OCTOBER,ROSCOMMON
Growing Woodlands  Enhancing our
Lives is a series of events celebrating the
multi-functional benefits that trees and
woodlands can bring to our lives.
A number of organisations in the forestry and farming, non-Government and
State sector have come together to
highlight these benefits to the people of
Roscommon from 3 to 17 October.
It is very appropriate that ‘Growing
Woodlands  Enhancing our Lives’ is
taking place during the International
Year of Biodiversity, with the launch of
this series of events coinciding with National Trails Day on 3 October while National Tree Day takes place on Thursday
7 October. For more information, visit
www.teagasc.ie/forestry

Venue
Silver Springs Hotel,
Cork
Moorepark Conference
Centre, Fermoy,
Co Cork

On Thursday and Friday, 14 and 15 October 2010, Teagasc will host a grass
breeding and evaluation conference and
workshop.
The conference will focus on livestock
production requirements from perennial ryegrass as a feed source in temperate climates.
This conference provides a unique
platform for all stakeholders to participate in strengthening progress in the
grassland sector.
Day 1 of the conference will examine
grass breeding and evaluation, and the
possibilities of influencing a more accelerated uptake of grass breeding progress at farm level. This debate will

provide a forum for stakeholders, breeders, evaluators, grassland scientists
and the industry to discuss the grassland traits required to improve livestock production systems.
Day 2 will feature a workshop at
which all stakeholders in the chain,
from breeder to farmer, will be able to
discuss their priorities for grassland
and seek to influence the future advances in variety development. Two site
visits, focusing on delivering the advances generated by grass breeding to
the industry, will take place to the
Department of Agriculture, Food and
Fisheries Crop Variety Evaluation site
at Ballyderown Farm and Teagasc
Moorepark’s Grassland Research Programme following the workshop.

EBI AND EXPANSION  CROOKSTOWN,CO CORK
Date
8 September, 11.30 am to 2.00pm

Venue
Liam Leahy, Bridelands, Crookstown, Co Cork

EBI DAIRYFARMOPENDAY  BALLACOLLA,CO.LAOIS
Date
9 September, 10.30am to 3.30pm

Venue
Padraig Hyland, Fearagh, Ballacolla, Laois
See also p18-19

SHEEP WALKS
Topical issues such as grassland management, breeding and flock health will be discussed
7 September at 7pm
8 September at 10:45am

Milford Livestock Mart, Donegal
John Reneghan, Johnstown, Kilkenny

College Open Days
1 October

Kildalton College Open Day

Kildalton Agricultural & Horticultural College

5 October

Mountbellew College Open Day

Mountbellew Agricultural College

5 October

Clonakilty College Open Day

Clonakilty Agricultural College

6 October

Gurteen College Open Day

Gurteen Agricultural College

6 October

College of Amenity Horticulture Open Day

College of Amenity Horticulture, National Botanic Gardens

7 October

Ballyhaise College Open Day

Ballyhaise Agricultural College
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upcoming events
DAIRYCALF TO BEEFOPENDAYAT
JOHNSTOWNCASTLE, 2 NOVEMBER

Dairy calf
to beef
open day
Live exports of dairy male calves have
been increasing over the last few years
and it is likely that 150,000 calves will be
exported.
These calves are exporting at relatively low return (less than €100) to the
producer and to the country. In April
2010, Teagasc, with the support of Dawn
Meats, began a new dairy calf to beef
trial at Johnstown Castle to question if
there is a profitable way of producing
beef from these calves in Ireland.
On Tuesday 2 November, Teagasc will
hold a conference and an open day in
Johnstown Castle specifically focused on
dairy beef production.
The conference will feature all of the
information from Teagasc on dairy beef
production and calf rearing and the open
day will allow farmers to see all the animals on trial and, in particular, what can
be achieved with good grassland management in late autumn.
Currently, 300 bull calves are being
compared across 10 different finishing
systems. Approximately 60% of the
calves are of Holstein-Friesian descent
with the remainder being JerseyXHol-

On 2
November,
Teagasc will hold a
conference and open
day in Johnstown
Castlefocusedondairy
beef production

stein-Friesian calves. Sixty calves are
indoors on an ad-lib concentrate diet; 30
finished at less than eight months, with
the remaining 30 calves slaughtered at
12 months of age. Potentially, this meat
can be sold as Rose¤ veal.The remaining
240 calves were put out to pasture for the
summer.
Lifetime performance of concentrate
supplementation during the first summer for calves at pasture will also be investigated; 120 calves were fed 2kg of
concentrate with the remaining 120
calves on a grass only diet.Thirty bulls
from each group will be slaughtered at
less than eight months for the white veal
trial.

The results from the first 90 calves
slaughtered at eight months will be
available at the open day.The remaining
180 bulls will be slaughtered under three
different systems.
Thirty bulls from each treatment will
be fed a grass only diet, plus 30 bulls from
the group that were being fed a pasture
only diet plus 2kg concentrate will be
rehoused at eight months and built up
onto an ad-lib diet for six months. Sixty
bulls from each of the two grazing treatments will be carried over the first winter on a grass silage diet. After three
months at pasture, 30 bulls from each
group will be housed and built up onto an
ad-lib concentrate diet for three months.

NATIONALORGANICCONFERENCE,16 SEPTEMBER,COUNTYARMS HOTEL, BIRR,CO OFFALY

Challenges and opportunities for organic producers
An exciting panel of speakers will explore the Challenges and Opportunities
for Organic Producers at this year’s conference.
The processor’s perspective on
market opportunities:
* Vincent Clery, Glenisk Dairies
* John Purcell, Good Herdsmen
* John Flahavan, E. Flahavan & Sons
Ltd

* Greg Begley, Simply Organic Ltd
Successful Organic Brands

Soil nutrition  challenge to get it right:

*

Nutrient budgeting
Composting
A farmer’s perspective

Adding value:

Pre-booking essential. Contact
Helen.mcnulty@teagasc.ie Teagasc,
Mellows Campus, Athenry, Co Galway.
The conference fee of €60 includes
organic lunch.

Omega Beef Direct, Drumeen Farm,
Kearns Organic
* Growers, Moonshine, Mossfield
Cheese, Clanwood Farm
Developing a new product
Branding
* Funding new enterprise
*
*
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National tillage crops forum
Session One — Technology & Margins
Chairman: Jim O’Mahony, Teagasc
2pm to 2.30pm
2.30pm to 2.50pm
2.50pm to 3.10pm

Winter Cereals Varieties for 2010 — Barry O’Reilly, DAFF
Crop choice & margins for 2011 — Shay Phelan, Teagasc
Weed control in winter cereals & oilseed rape
— Tim O’Donovan, Teagasc
Soil organic matter & soil analysis - Mark Plunkett, Teagasc

3.10pm to 3.30pm

Session Two — Grain Marketing Forum
Chairman: Andy Doyle, Irish Farmers Journal
3.30pm to 4pm

Grain market overview & price risk management tools
— Jack Watts, HGCA
Developments in Irish grain market — John Bergin, RH Hall
Panel: Pat Ryan, Liffey Mills; Murtagh McWey, Glanbia;
Andrew Fogarty, Odlums; John Kelly, Delta Index;
Philip Doyle, Kildare grain farmer
Close of Forum - Jim O’Mahony, Teagasc

4pm to 5pm

5pm to 5.30pm

Designing the future of farming
TEAGASC AGRI-ENVIRONMENT
CONFERENCE 2010, 7 SEPTEMBER,
BALLYKISTEEN HOTEL,TIPPERARY

In association with New Zealand’s leading builders of milking parlours,
Chapman Dairy, Dairytec Consultancy Ltd now offer a complete design and
build service for milking parlours in Ireland.
 We specialise in Herringbone and Rotary Construction
 Our designs ensure efficient milking
 Round or Rectangular Collecting Yard
 Projects completed on time and within budget
 We offer complete Project Management Service
 Features of construction include Pendulum Exit Gates, Backing Gates,
Zig-Zag Rails, Adjustable Breast Rails, AI Races, Dungbusters.
So if you need to expand your existing Milking Parlour or are looking to
construct a complete new Parlour then contact Dairytec Consultancy Ltd.

The Teagasc Agri-environment Conference 2010 will provide a forum for those
working in agri-environmental arena to
receive an update on the most topical issues affecting agriculture in Ireland.
This is a departure from previous
conferences (formerly known as the National REPS Conference) in the sense
that discussions will not be limited to
agri-environmental schemes.
The conference will focus on practical
outcomes from current agri-environment research, advisory experience and
will examine policy drivers and their
potential impacts.
This year’s event will comprise an indoor conference in the morning followed
by a farm walk on the Solohead Research
Farm in the afternoon.

Rotary Parlours

Herringbone Parlours

Contact us now for free consultation
Mr. Eugene Casey: 0868233287
Office: 022 27072
Email: ecasey@dairytec.ie | Web: www.dairytec.ie
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NATIONALTILLAGE CROPS FORUM,14 SEPTEMBER, 2PM TO 5.30PM,KEADEEN
HOTEL,NEWBRIDGE,COKILDARE
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ThetwoPsPlann
Tom O’Dwyer,
Programme
Manager, Dairying

M

ILK production is expected
to rise due to milk quota increases up to 2015 and the
removal of milk quotas after
this. Most of this increased production
(DAFF targets a 50% increase by 2020)
will take place on existing dairy farms.
Many dairy farmers are already planning, and acting, to increase milk output.
This article looks at the process one
farmer has gone through to create a plan
for his farm.

Greenfield Dairy Programme
There is no quicker way of going broke
than scaling up an inefficient system.
Teagasc is fully committed to supporting
family dairy farms to expand in a financially profitable way.This is one of the
reasons behind the establishment of the
Greenfield Dairy Programme by Teagasc

SWOT ANALYSIS: | O’Donnell Farm
STRENGTHS
Young farming couple
supportive family
Improving herd fertility
OPPORTUNITIES
Improvement to soils
— P, K and lime
Improved drainage

ABOVE: Billy
McCarthy of
Teagasc
Dungarvan
and Daniel
O’Donnell
discuss
covers.

WEAKNESSES
High rainfall
Poor grazing infrastructure
THREATS
Milk price
Animal disease

in 2009. The programme includes:
* Two family dairy farms, one in
Co Tipperary (dry soil) and one in
Co Waterford (heavy soil, high rainfall);
* The Greenfield farm, Co Kilkenny; and
* New entrants.
Very well attended farm walks took
place on both the family dairy farms and
the Greenfield farm this year.

Creating a development plan
Adrian van Bysterveldt, Teagasc, outlined the planning and prioritisation
process at the farm walk held on the farm
of Daniel and Amy O’Donnell, Cappoquin, Co Waterford.The steps involved in
the process included evaluation of the
current position, development of a draft
plan, identification of potential development options, selection of best option
and finalisation of plan, including priorities. Daniel and Amy were central to
the planning process; other resources,
including Teagasc staff, provided guidance and support.
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The First P: Planning
The first step was to analyse the
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities
and Threats (SWOT) to the business.
The best way to do this is to simply list
out the items under each heading. Be
honest about the weaknesses/threats
and realistic about the strengths/opportunities.
Once the SWOTanalysis was completed, the team looked at the expansion
options available, to take advantage of
the strengths and opportunities and to
minimise the weaknesses and threats.
The result was two development options:
* Expansion by using own resources and
generating own replacements, and
* Expansion funded by borrowed funds.
The second option would see a more
rapid expansion of the herd but would
lead to increased farm borrowings.
The couple decided the expansion
should be funded from cashflow, with no
extra borrowings.
The selection of the ‘best option’ is an
important step in the overall process.
The option selected must be the right
one for you and that you understand and
are comfortable with the implications of
choosing that option.

Table 1 | Drainage development options on O’Donnell farm
Map Ref.
F—G

R—P

Description
95m existing
blocked open
drain; good fall
123m existing
drain; good fall

Problem
Too shallow
to provide
drainage
Upper parts
of drain have
filled in

Potential Solution
Deepen to at least
1m and remove
willows
Deepen to at
east 1m

Priority
1

2

Table 2 | Pasture development options on O’Donnell farm
Paddock
Pairc an Ti

Description/Problem
Poor pasture species,
poor growth
Small area of soft ground but
mostly poor pasture species;
last reseeded 2000

Six Acres

Potential Solution
Lime, P, K and reseeding

Priority
1

Open boundary drains
Lime, P, K before cultivation
and reseeding

3

Table 3 | Infrastructure development options on O’Donnell farm
Map Ref.
1—2
3—4

Description
100m existing
roadway
80m new roadway
required

Problem
Unused and now
in wrong place
No access
to Gurteens.

Potential Solution
Dig up and use
elsewhere
Use material from
1-2 to complete
new roadway

Priority
1
1

>> Next page

Working on some of the
most proﬁtable dairy
farms in Ireland

For more information contact Niall:

086 85 40094
NOW MADE IN IRELAND
Aughaloora, Kilnaleck, Co. Cavan
Tel: 049 4336 231 Email: info@zerograzing.ie
www.zerograzing.ie

Zero Grazing
Systems Ltd
Zero Grazer is a registered trade mark of
Zero Grazing Systems Ltd.
All rights reserved
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The Second P: Prioritisation
The plan outlined the requirements or
tasks to be completed. But which tasks
should be carried out first and which left
until later? Failure to prioritise can
threaten the whole project. All requirements and tasks are important (otherwise, they should not be included in the
plan).
They are prioritised to deliver the
biggest benefits early or to give the best
return on the money being used.
For example, consider what:
 Must be delivered, in the current
timeframe, if the project is to be a success
 Should be delivered, but not necessarily in the current timeframe
 Could have this if it doesn’t affect
anything else; sometimes referred to as
‘nice to have’ but not absolutely critical
to the project success, and
 Won’t (have but would like); least critical or non-appropriate items or tasks at
the current time.
Development plans were agreed for
drainage, reseeding and infrastructure.
The first step involved marking on a farm
map the current situation and the required future improvements if additional cows are to be carried on the
O’Donnell farm.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 (on previous page) are
examples of the development plans. The
template can be used for any farm. A
farm map showing current paddocks,
roadways and drains is a necessary
starting point. Once the map is marked,
it is easier to ensure that the most
important issues are tackled first.
Not all farms will require a drainage
development plan, but on heavier soils it
is essential that drainage issues are
sorted before reseeding takes place.
In addition to summarising the development required for each paddock on
the farm, a priority in the first year was to
soil sample the entire farm (21 samples)
and to apply lime, P and K as recommended by the soil analysis results on
the main grazing area.
Finally, all of the development works
were summarised on a year by year basis
in the overall plan.This also included an
estimate of the annual cost involved.

More replacements, more options
Too few replacement heifers on dairy
farms in the past have led to the postponement of voluntary culling in an ef-

Teagasc is fully
committed to
supporting family dairy
farms to expand in a
financially profitable way.
This is one of the reasons
behind the establishment
of the Greenfield Dairy
Programme

For some of Daniel’s fields, drainage
was necessary before reseeding.

KEY MESSAGES | O’Donnell farm
*

fort to maintain herd size. Replacements
are now needed both to maintain and
increase herd size.The more young dairy
stock on the farm, the more options you
have.You can decide to sell the surplus
replacement stock; this is quite a profitable enterprise. Or, if you decide to expand your dairy herd, you will have a
ready supply of homebred heifers to enter the herd.
There are big advantages to having
your own stock from a biosecurity perspective. A target of 45 heifer calves per
100 cows milked is achievable, but again
it takes planning and action. Daniel and
Amy O’Donnell implemented an agreed
plan in 2010 with the objective of getting
30 high EBI replacement heifer calves
on the ground in 2011 for 70 cows milked.
Given recent breeding performance on
the farm, this is possible.
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Planning and prioritisation are vital if
you are to expand your herd successfully.Thelevelofplanning, evaluationand
prioritisation which took place on the
O’Donnell farmin the past 12 months was
clearly evident at the recent farm walk.
Dairy farmers can learn from this example, and others, when thinking about
growing their dairy farm business.
* This articlehas not examined the costs
associated with expansion. A full financial projection was prepared for the development plan on the O’Donnell farm in
CoWaterford.Teagasc recommends that
both a physical and financial plan be
prepared for all developments planned
on dairy farms in the future.
* If you want further information on the
Teagasc Greenfield Dairy Programme,
check out the website:
www.greenfielddairy.com

MADE IT EASY TO USE YOU MADE IT A SUCCESS!
With over 2.5 million treatments sold in the UK and
Ireland since its launch last autumn,
has changed
the way cattle are treated for ﬂuke, worms and lice.
THE ONLY 4 IN 1
POUR ON SOLUTION
FOR LATE IMMATURE
AND ADULT FLUKE,
WORMS AND LICE
THIS AUTUMN

www.closamectin.com

Reference: Norbrook sales data based on a 500kg dose.
Please read the product data sheet and seek advice before use. The dosing programme should be established by a veterinary surgeon or suitably qualiﬁed person. Manufactured in NI by:
Norbrook Laboratories Ltd, Station Works, Newry, Co. Down, BT35 6JP. Distributed in ROI by: Norbrook Laboratories (Ireland) Ltd, Rossmore Industrial Estate, Monaghan, County Monaghan.
Legal Category: LM. Closamectin Solution for Injection for sheep contains 0.5%w/v ivermectin and 20%w/v closantel.
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AUTUMN GRASSLANDMANAGEMENT

Keeping
grass in
the diet of
grazing
cows
David Colbourne
Teagasc Ballyhaise

D

AYS are getting shorter and
grass growth is starting to
slow down. Most farms will
have brought silage ground
back into the grazing rotation.This allows farmers to extend the rotation and
build up grass in fields, in exactly the
same way as farmers build up the silage
in pits over the summer. If cows are out
grazing in October and November, they
are not inside as much eating expensive
silage and meal.
A typical farm stocked at 2.5 cows per
hectare (a cow to the acre) will have had
160kg to 200kg of grass per cow across
the grazing area of the farm during the
summer until the end of July.
With silage ground available for
grazing, more grass should be available

Owen Cooney of Lisnabuntry,Virginia.

Owen Cooney and David Colbourne discuss grazing strategy.

per cow as the autumn proceeds.Target
autumn grass covers per cow at this
stocking rate are shown here:
* 1 August: 200kg DM/cow
* Mid-August: 300kg DM/cow
* 1 September: 400kg DM/cow
* Mid-September: 450kg DM/cow
* 1 October: 400kg DM/cow
Note that average grass cover across
the farm should not go over 1,250kg grass
DM per hectare. Remember what this
means; on many farms at lower stocking
rates over the summer, 1,250kg per hectare was what cows were being put in to
graze.
If the average farm cover across the
entire farm is this heavy, some fields have
way too much grass and swards are rotting at the butt. It is not recommended to
take out heavy paddocks for cutting once
you go into September. Sward recovery
after cutting in September is very poor.
The target cover at closing time is
when the average cover across the farm
falls to between 500kg and 550 kg DM per
hectare.
Remember that the figures above are
what’s recommended for farms stocked
at 2.5 cows per hectare or a cow to the
acre on the grazing area. If the stocking
rate is heavier, it will not be possible to
hit these covers, because there are more
mouths to be fed and less grass to spare.
For example, at three cows per hec-
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tare on the grazing area, it will not be
possible normally to get to 400kg DM per
hectare in mid-September, and at 3.5
cows per hectare, you will do well to get
over 300kg per hectare by 15 September.
This means that less grass is built up and
so cows must come in earlier.This typically happens where most of the silage is
cut on outfarms and there is less opportunity to bring in aftergrass or grazing in
August.
Owen Cooney, Lisnabuntry,Virginia,
is stocked at five cows per hectare on the
grazing platform, so he would be short on
grass for much of the year, not just
around now. However, he uses zerograzing to bring home grass from outfarms for the dairy cows, which means he
can effectively ‘graze’ the entire farm
and, so, build up grass.
Like many farmers in 2010, Robbie
Walker of Knocknaveigh,Virginia, Co
Cavan, cut silage in mid-August.This
means the cover on grazing paddocks in
mid-August may not be as high as 300kg
per cow. However, growth in August has
been good, so this is helping Robbie to
catch up. He had a rotation length of 25
days in mid-August, which would be on
target. His covers per cow are tight, so he
has moved all non-milking animals to
out-farms. He is also planning to sell cull
cows now.This will leave more grass for
milkers at home.
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Robbie Walker of Knocknaveigh,Virginia, Co Cavan and David Colbourne assess grass quality.

AUTUMN GRAZING | pointers
*

Keep grass in the milking cows’diet for
as long as possible this autumn.
* Allocate a portion of the farm for
grazing each day.
* Start closing paddocks from 5 to 10
October.
* Aimtohave 60% farmclosedbytheend
of the first week of November (one to two
weeks earlier in wet areas).
* Graze paddocks tight, between 3.5cm
and 4 cm, to encourage winter tillering of
the grass plant.
* Feed supplements (for example, meal,
silage, cut grass), if there is insufficient
grass in the daily allocation to stretch
grass rather than running out sooner.
* Skip heavier paddocks  and graze
paddocks with ideal covers  to meet
60% target, if necessary.
* Use wet weather grazing techniques if
ground conditions deteriorate.
* Rotation length should increase from
25 days in mid-August to 35 days by midSeptemberand 45 daysby thestart of the
last rotation.
* Blanket spread the entire farm with
30ha/N before 15 September, where
possible.
* In wet weather, don’t damage fields.
On-off grazing will allow good grass intakes with limited damage to fields.
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ACCBank
EBI winners'
farm walks
Portlaoise and
Macroom

Fintan Monaghan,
Seamus Lordan,

T

HE 2009 ACCBank EBI compe-

tition was jointly won by the
Munster-based Crookstown
discussion group and the Leinster-based Damer discussion group. In
this hotly contested competition, which
attracted over 75 groups and over 1,000
farmer entries, both groups achieved a
score of 473 marks out of 500.
The two winning groups, both former
regional winners in the competition, will
host farm walks on members' farms on 8
September for the Crookstown and 9
September for the Damer discussion
group.

Crookstown discussion group

The 12-strong Crookstown group will
host their walk on Liam Leahy's farm,
Bridelands, Crookstown, Co Cork.The
group has been in operation since 1993
and is comprised of members from three
parishes east of Macroom.
The group has shown tremendous
commitment to the ideals of better
breeding, which is one of the key drivers
of profitable dairying and farm development.
Key features of the group's performance include:

* High levels of breeding activity Ð the

group was projected to deliver over 42 AI
bred heifer calves per 100 cows this
spring.
* A herd EBI averaging 82 in 2009, with
a projected further annual increase of
6.20 over the next three years;

* A six-week calving rate of 66%, with

2008 common costs/profit averaging
16.3/21c/litre respectively.

Crookstown discussion group who will host an open day on 8 September.
While the Leahy farm is hosting this
farm walk, the event is very much focused
on discussion groups.Those attending
the event will be given every opportunity
to interact with Crookstown group
members.
Discussion groups can attend as a
group by registering with Seamus Lordan (Crookstown group adviser) at Teagasc Macroom (026 41604), thereby
ensuring your time and place. Alternatively, anyone can join one of the many
groups that will be assembled on the day
in group format and proceed to the different focal points of the event.
Every member of the group intends to
expand their dairy enterprise and this
will also be a focus on the day. Group

members and Teagasc advisers will lead
the discussion at each focal point.
Groups will leave the farmyard from
11.30am to 2pm.
The four main focal points will be:
1. Breeding cows/EBI,
2. Replacement management,
3. Grassland management,
4. Expansion planning and financial
management.

Damer discussion group

The 22-strong Damer discussion group
will host their walk on the farm of
Padraig Hyland, Fearagh, Ballacolla.
The group has been in operation for over
20 years and has members from both
Tipperary and Laois.The group has focused on breeding easily managed cows
for large-scale grass based milk production.
Key features of the group's performance include:

* High levels of breeding activity Ð the

group was projected to deliver over 40 AI
bred heifer calves per 100 cows this
spring. Group members used 131 and 122
dairy AI straws per 100 cows and 100
maiden heifers respectively in 2009;
* A herd EBI averaging 85in 2009 witha
projected further annual increase of
5.80 over the next three years;

* A six-week calving rate of 71% with

At the launch of the ACCBank/Damer discussion group EBI open day in Ballacolla, Co Laois were
(from left) Con Feighery, area manager,Teagasc Laois/Kildare; John Butler, chairman, Damer
discussion group,Stewart O'Donovan, ACCBank, Padraig Hyland, host farmer and Tom O'Dwyer,
Teagasc, Moorepark.
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2008 common costs/profit averaging
15.6/18.2c/litre respectively.

Padraig Hyland has been an active
member of the group for the past 14
years. His farm extends to 100ha with
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Crookstown

Damer

Discussion group activity

100

100

Breeding quantity

95

100

Breeding quality

96

83

Profit/performance

82

85

Business case study

100

100

Total

473

473

Table 2 | EBI, milk and fertility sub-indices for the dairy stock on the Hyland farm
Number

EBI

Milk

Fertility

Cows

180

113

41

61

1-2 yo replacements

81

122

54

64

0-1 yo replacements

110

143

48

75

Stocking rate

2.7 LU/ha

Feeder VM 45-3
66ha of owned land comprising the
grazing platform.The balance of the land
is leased. In 2009, meal input averaged
less than 400kg per cow. In 2009, the herd
averaged just short of 400kg milk solids
per cow (4.19% fat and 3.56% protein)
with a meal input of less than 400kg
concentrates per head. Empty rate was
12% at the end of the breeding season.
Since then, herd size has increased
from 125 to 180 cows. At this stocking
rate, he plans to produce 1,100 kg milk
solids per hectare.This spring,78% of the
herd calved in the February/March period.
At the open day on the Hyland farm,
supported by Teagasc personnel, Damer
group members will present their views
on:
* The efficient cow,
* Grassland management,
* Heifer rearing.

Don’t miss out
on the
opportunity to get a
close-up look at these
top class dairy farms
and to quiz some of the
very best milk
producers anywhere

The complete diet Feeder range

Feeder VM-1 S

Feeder VM-1

Feeder VM-1 B

Feeder VM-2 SB

VM
VM
VM
VM

VM 10-1
VM 12-1
VM 14-1

VM 10-1 B
VM 12-1 B
VM 14-1 B

VM
VM
VM
VM

Feeder VM-2 S

Feeder VM-2

Feeder VM-2 B

Feeder VM-3

VM
VM
VM
VM

VM 22-2
VM 27-2
VM 30-2

VM 22-2 B
VM 27-2 B
VM 30-2 B

VM 32-3
VM 38-3
VM 45-3

6.5-1 S
8-1 S
10-1 S
12-1 S

14-2
16-2
18-2
20-2

S
S
S
S

14-2
16-2
18-2
20-2

SB
SB
SB
SB

JF Farm Machines (RI) Ltd
Collonbeg, Collon, Co. Louth, Ireland
Tel: 041 9819151 Fax: 041 9819699
Email:info@jf-stoll.ie
Web www.jf-stoll.com
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Healthy
people,
healthy
cows
Changing the balance
of fats in milk could
benefit humans, dairy
cows, and farmers,
who will have a more
valuable product to sell
at home and abroad

ABOVE: The proportions of fat and protein in
milk are already estimated using infra-red
spectrometry  shining light through the milk.
LEFT: Sinead McParland says milk is set to
become even healthier.

T

EAGASC Moorepark aims to
provide a health boost for
humans and dairy cows through
cattle breeding. By investigating, and potentially breeding for, different types of fat produced by dairy cows,
researchers hope to increase the healthgiving properties of milk for consumers.
The cow can benefit too because
stressful ‘negative energy balance’ in
early lactation seems to be related to the
balance of fats in her milk. Reducing the
time a cow spends in stressful energy
deficit would yield healthier cows that
produce healthier milk.
‘‘Dairy milk contains saturated fats,
which are considered less healthy, as
well as more beneficial unsaturated
fats,’’ said Sinead McParland. ‘‘Conjugated Linoleic Acid (CLA) is an unsaturated fat in milk which has been shown to
have anti-cancer properties.’’

By investigating,
and potentially
breeding, for different
types of fat produced by
dairy cows, researchers
hope to increase the
health-giving properties
of milk for consumers

The average dairy cow produces more
than twice as much saturated fat as unsaturated and Sinead, together with
colleague Donagh Berry, hopes to find
ways to tip the balance through breeding
in favour of the more healthy fats.
The work is part of the Europe-wide
RobustMilk project that brings together
geneticists from six leading European
agricultural research institutes, including Teagasc Animal and Grassland
Research and Innovation Centre,
Moorepark.
The experiment involves collecting
milk samples from cows of several dairy
breeds, including Holstein-Friesians,
Jerseys, Normandes, Montbeliardes,
dual purpose Belgian Blues and
Norwegian Reds from Ireland, Belgium
and Scotland.
The objective is to find gene-based
technologies which may enable breeders
to identify and breed cows that produce
healthier milk, while the cows themselves stay healthier. ‘‘Cows in negative
energy balance  when they are using
more energy than they are consuming 
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produce a higher proportion of the unhealthy fats,’’ said Donagh Berry. ‘‘Reducing periods of negative energy balance
could benefit the cow and the consumer.’’
The proportions of fat and protein in
milk are already estimated using infrared spectrometry  shining light
through the milk  and this technology
can also be used to establish the major
fat types in a milk sample.Therefore, estimates of the different fatty acid content
of individual cows can be assessed on all
samples taken during milk recording at
no additional cost.
‘‘We know there are large genetic differences among animals and, therefore,
we can improve milk fatty acid content
through breeding. Milk quality could ultimately make its way into the Economic
Breeding Index (EBI) in dairy cattle,’’
said Donagh Berry.
Teagasc Moorepark and the ICBFare
also considering a new project to create
computer software based on the results
of this study to help farmers make management and breeding decisions to increase the value of their product.
They are also considering a project to
ensure that altering the milk fatty acid
content does not change other quality
parameters of the milk itself, as well as
the performance of the cow.

Story & pictures: Mark Moore
This article is based on one which appeared
in the Teagasc publication, TResearch.
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Tagging
rules
Edward Egan, Teagasc,
Navan, Co Meath, explains the
tagging rules that apply to
sheep born after 1 January 2010
Lambs going for slaughter
Lambs going from farm of origin
directly for slaughter (in Ireland) before
they are 12 months old should be tagged
with one conventional yellow tag in the
sheep’s left ear by the time they are nine
months old or when they leave the holding of origin, which ever is first.This tag
is called a slaughter tag.

White short-term concession
The Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food allows lambs going from
farm of origin directly for slaughter before they are 12 months old to be tagged
with a white short-term tag or long-term
tag.This temporary concession applies
until the farmer’s supply of these white
tags runs out, or until 31 December 2010,
which ever comes first.

Lambs going to marts
Lambs going to the mart that are meant
to be slaughtered before 12 months old
may be tagged with one yellow tag in the
left ear only; i.e. a mart tag.The yellow
mart tag can be used instead of a
slaughter tag to tag lambs going from
the farm of origin to slaughter before 12
months old.

Sheep kept for breeding
Sheep that are definitely being kept for
breeding must have one tag in each ear
by nine months old.That’s a yellow mart
tag in the left ear and a yellow electronic
tag in the right ear.The serial number
on each of these two tags must match.

Sheep sold for breeding
Sheep definitely being sold for breeding
should be tagged with two tags by the
time they reach nine months old, or
when they leave the holding of origin,
which ever is first.That’s a yellow mart
tag in the left ear and an electronic tag
in the right ear.

Sheep purchased for breeding
Some farmers will buy a sheep under 12
months old with only one conventional
yellow mart tag in its left ear. In this situation, the buyer has two choices.
Firstly, the original tag can be kept in
the left ear and a new electronic tag with
the same number as in the left ear can

If a sheep born after 1 January 2010 is kept for breeding on the farm of origin loses its electronic
tag, i.e. right ear tag, a new tag with the original number matching the yellow mart tag still in the left
ear can be ordered.

be ordered.The second option is to order a pair of completely new tags with
different numbers to the original tag.
That’s a new yellow mart tag and a new
electronic tag.The new tag numbers
should be matched up with old tag number in the flock register.The second option results in the sheep having three
tags; that’s two tags in the left ear and
one tag in the right ear.

Sheep for export
Sheep born after 1 January 2010 going
for live export must be tagged with two
tags.That’s a yellow mart tag in the left
ear and a yellow electronic tag in the
right ear. Owners of sheep for live export, purchased with only one yellow left
ear tag, have two choices. Firstly, keep
the original tag in the left ear and order
a new electronic tag for the right.The
second option is to order a pair of completely new tags with different numbers
to the original tag.The new tag numbers
should be matched up with old tag number in the flock register of the exporter.

One tag is lost
If a sheep born after 1 January 2010 is
kept for breeding on the farm of origin
loses its electronic tag, i.e. right ear tag,
a new tag with the original number
matching the yellow mart tag still in the

left ear can be ordered. If a sheep loses
its yellow mart tag, a new tag with the
original number matching the electronic tag still in the right ear can be ordered. Alternatively, two completely
new tags with different numbers to the
originals can be ordered. If this option is
availed of where the remaining tag is
electronic, this tag should be cut out, as
an animal should not be tagged with two
electronic tags.The new tags should be
matched up with old tags in the flock
register.

Red tags
If a sheep that you brought on to your
farm from another holding loses both its
tags, and you cannot be sure of the holding of origin, you should retag this sheep
with two red tags, also called replacement tags.

Blue tags
A ruminal bolus fitted with an electronic
identifier can be used instead of an
electronic tag.These sheep must be
tagged in their left ear with a conventional light blue coloured tag.

Sheep born before 1 January 2010
Sheep born before 1 January 2010 must
be tagged in accordance with the rules
that applied at that time.
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Sucklers
Moving from average
to the top10%
Pearse Kelly,
Teagasc Cattle
Specialist

T

HE average suckler farmer, who
has been completing a profit
monitor over the last number of
years, has been making a gross
margin per hectare of between €300 and
€400, when no direct payments (Single
Farm Payment, REPS, etc) are included.
With overheads in excess of €400 per
ha on most beef farms, this means that
the average suckling enterprise is not
covering its running costs and direct
payments are used to subsidise it.
Completing a profit monitor to compare your farm with other farms, in both
physical and financial terms, is one of the
best ways to identify its strengths and
weaknesses.

Performance per Livestock Unit
Figure 1 gives a summary of 258 profit
monitors, all taken from suckler farms
for 2009, where they are compared first
of all on a livestock unit (LU) basis. The
results are broken down on gross
margin per ha (excluding premia), ranging from the bottom 5% all the way
through to the top 5%. Comparing the
different groups on a LU basis first is

very useful as it leaves out the stocking
rate influence and shows the performance levels achieved from the cattle
farmed.
One of the striking things from this
graph is that as you go from the average
all the way through to the top 5% of
suckler farms, the variable costs per LU
do not change significantly.These costs
include meal, fertilizer, contractor, vet
and straw.
What does change, though, is the level
of gross output achieved per LU, rising
from the average farm at €491 to €689 for
the top 5%. For the same inputs there was
a 40% increase in output per LU.
Subtracting variable costs from gross
output gives you your gross margin.
Farms at the lower end of the graph had
higher variable costs than their gross
output, with the bottom third only just
covering their costs.The top 5% of farms
make €200/LU more than the average.

Performance per ha
Figure 2 shows the effect that stocking
rate had on these farms and how a high
margin per LU is magnified by having a
high stocking rate, resulting in an even
bigger difference in per-hectare margins. The top 5% of farms achieved over
€500 extra gross margin perha compared
with the average suckler farm completing a profit monitor. On a 50 ha farm, this
would be worth an extra €25,000 each
year.

Rising above the average
Completing a profit monitor is only the
first step. Using the information you
glean from it to plan how you will rise
above the average is the crucial followon. A three-year plan, with goals and
targets to be achieved, is an excellent
way of identifying where the farm needs
to make changes.

Start by setting a goal
After completing a profit monitor the
next step is to decide where you want to
get to. Aim to be in the top 10%.This
would mean an average suckler farm
going from approximately €300 to €750
per ha gross margin (excluding premia),
an increase of €450 per ha.

Higherstocked
farms benefit
from rotational grazing
systems, more
reseeding and a better
control of the quality of
grass offered to cattle
A three-year plan, with goals and targets to be achieved, is an excellent way of identifying where
the farm needs to make changes.
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Euro per L.U. performance

1000

Gross margin
Gross output
Variable cost

689

491
371

356

338

310

284

181

293

285

306

367

383

322
256

217

15
-153

-200

652
578

-100

Bottom 5%

Bottom 10% Bottom 33%

Average

Top 33%

Top 10%

Top 5%

Figure 2. Stocking rate affect on gross margins per ha

Euro per ha performance

1000

Gross margin/LU
Gross margin/ha
Stocking rate (LU/ha)
1.63

1.62

1.95

2.07

2.21
847

1.73

759
572

1.52
313

293

367

383

181
15
-100

-153

24

-163

-245
-400

Increase gross output (€) per LU
Your next step must be to achieve a high
gross output per LU.This is affected by
the:
* Number of calves per cow per 365 days
* Tightness of the calving spread
* Level of mortality
* Growth rates of the progeny (influenced by breeding genetics, grassland
management, level of perennial ryegrass in swards, soil fertility, meal
feeding rates, health, winter forage
quality)
* Sale price achieved per kg (influenced
by the quality of stock)
The average gross output per LU was
€491 in the 2009 figures. An extra €90
would get this figure into the top third
and another €70 on top of this would push
it into the top 10%.
For example, a farm selling weanlings
could get an extra €100 gross output per
LU by:
* Selling an extra 0.05 calves per cow
bred to the bull (that is an extra two
calves from a 40 suckler cow herd that
was selling 34 weanlings per year)
* Selling them 10% heavier than they
were sold (through better grassland
management)
* Improving their sale price by 10%
through better breeding.
None of these increases in output
should increase costs; in fact, some of
them are likely to reduce costs.

Bottom 5%

Bottom 10% Bottom 33%

Average

On a farm bringing the progeny
through to beef, the carcase weights at
sale will have a huge influence on the
output per LU. Some of the higher output
per LU farms have moved to finishing
bulls at high carcase weights at much
younger ages than steers are typically
finished, allowing them to carry more
cows at the same stocking rate and have
more carcases for sale.

Increase stocking rates
When a high gross output per LU can be
achieved, the number of LU farmed per
ha will be the next biggest influence on a
farm’s margin per ha. Not stocking a farm
to its full capacity is the same as a hotel
targeting to fill only threequarters of its
bedrooms. However, farms with low gross
outputs per LU should not increase
stocking rates until the cause of the low
output per LU is rectified.
In the 2009 suckler figures, the difference in stocking rate between the top
third and the average was 13%.The next
step to the top 10% was an increase on
top of this of a further 6%. On a farm with
40 suckler cows, this would mean an
overall increase of eight suckler cows.
Increasing stocking rate does not always mean calving extra cows. It may involve keeping progeny longer before
they are sold or buying drystock to add to
your existing cattle for finishing.
Where gross margins are low and

Top 33%

Top 10%

Top 5%

there is conacre involved, the stocking
rate can be quickly increased by dropping some or all of this rented ground.
Increasing stocking rate can often
help to improve grassland management.
Farms at average or below average
stocking rates find it difficult to control
grass and will often use set stocking,
carry out little or no reseeding and have
very little control over grass quality.
Higher stocked farms benefit from
rotational grazing systems, more reseeding and a better control of the quality of grass offered to cattle.

IN SHORT | suckling
*

Complete aTeagasc profit monitor to
see where your current physical and financial performance lies.
* WithyourTeagascadviser, setout clear
goals for the next three years.
* Identify four to five areas that need to
change on your farm and decide on the
targets that need to be met each year
within the overall plan.
* Output per LU should be high before
moving to a high stocking rate.
* Constantly monitor the progress you
are making to ensure the targets you
have set are being achieved.
* Review the plan annually with your
adviser and make changes where
necessary.
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Figure 1. 2009 eProfit Monitor Analysis from 258 suckler farms
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beef

Decision
time for
weanlings
Mairead Kirk,
Drystock Adviser,
Teagasc,
Castleblaney

W

HAT road are you going to
take with your 2010 weanlings  sell them on or finish them to beef? With 56%
of the national 1.15 million suckler herd
calving in the first four months of the
year, it is now decision time on the majority of suckler farms.
In September 2009 the Castleblaney
Active and Positive Suckler (CAPS) Discussion Group met on the farm of Peter
Fitzsimons, Inniskeen, Co Monaghan.
Peter had produced top quality continental weanling bulls but the weanling
trade was poor. Discussion group members challenged Peter to finish the
weanlings as bull beef himself rather
than take poor returns at the mart. So
began the CAPS discussion group’s finishing bulls versus selling weanlings experiment.
The CAPS Discussion Group was established in 2009 and now meets on the
last Wednesdayof every month under the
guidance of Mairead Kirk, Teagasc drystock adviser in Castleblaney.
The group’s 15 active members have
suckler herds which range from 10 to 80
cows but all share the same goal of increasing profits through better farming.

The overall
consensus of
the CAPS group was
that suckler farmers
intending to go down
the bull finishing route
would need a forward
contract from factories
for their finished bulls
the following summer

All of Peter Fitzsimons’ bulls graded U3 in the factory. At 326c/kg, he got a return per bull of e1,151.

They follow closely developments in
the Teagasc BETTER farms suckler
programme and have been to visit local
BETTER farmer Willie Treacy at Hackballscross. At each monthly meeting the
host farmer opens up his ICBF HerdPlus
suckler cow and beef calving reports, as
the group believes that efficient and effective breeding are the cornerstones of
profitable suckling.
Other topics such as grassland management, silage conservation, ration
formulation etc, are also covered when
topical.
CAPS member Peter Fitzsimons,
farms 40 hectares (99 acres) of good
quality land in the heart of Patrick
Kavanagh country in Inniskeen, south
Monaghan.

Suckler beef value
Peter runs a herd of 60 spring calving,
exceptionally well bred Charolais and
Simmental suckler cows. According to
his latest ICBF suckler cow report, the
average suckler beef value for his cows
stands at a very respectable e105.
Replacements are bred from within
the herd, using AI Simmental sires, with
high ICBF ratings for daughter fertility
and milk. All other cows are bred to his
top performing Charolais stock bull,
‘Utah’.This impressive looking bull has a
suckler beef value of e109 and five star
ratings for both weanling export and
beef carcase.
Grassland management is excellent
on the farm, as Peter aims to offer cows
good quality grass throughout the grazing season in the belief that milk supply
is the most important factor in maximising weanling weights.
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In 2009, bulls were weaned in midOctober and put into the shed on 10 November at an average weight of 350kgs.
They were offered good quality silage
ad-lib and fed 1.5kgs of a 14% crude protein ration, with the aim of putting on
frame prior to the intensive finishing
period.
From early February (Table 1) they
were built up on meal to reach ad-lib
conditions of 14kgs meal per day by 26
April and this feeding level was maintained until slaughter on 7 June.
In the 208-day finishing period the
bull weanlings gained 238kgs, giving an
average daily gain of 1.14kgs/day over
the seven-month shed period.
This formidable performance meant
that the bulls were deemed fit for
slaughter on 7 June, when they averaged
just 15 months of age.
All of Peter’s bulls graded U3 in the
factory and he received a price of 326c/
kg, giving a return per bull of e1,151. It is
worth noting here that when the CAPS
Discussion Group decided to try the bull
finishing route, they estimated a U3
price of 350c/kg for Peter’s bulls in June
2010, a clear indication of the fall-off in
finished cattle prices in summer 2010.
After spending seven months in the
shed, feed costs are the crucial factor
when deciding the success or failure of
finishing bulls. At costings of e25 per
tonne for silage, e172/tonne for 14%
crude protein ration and e180/tonne for
12% crude protein ration, total feed
costs per bull came to e399.
Each bull ate his waythrough 1,390kgs
of meal, costing Peter e246. This is an
important cost to factor in at the start of
an intensive bull finishing programme,
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The CAPS Discussion Group, with facilitator Mairead Kirk,Teagasc, Castleblaney. Members of the group have suckler herds which range from 10 to 80
cows but all share the same goal of increasing profits through better farming.

as those reliant on merchant credit
would have a substantial meal bill to
settle at the end of the seven-month shed
period.
At their most recent meeting, the
CAPS group had a robust debate about
the experiment.The big question to be
asked was: did the e752 margin after feed
costs justify finishing the bulls rather
than selling them as weanlings?
If the weanlings had been sold in the
back end of 2009 and made e2/kg, then
they would have cleared e700 a piece. An
extra e52 per head for seven months
extra work seems like a small return.
In addition, Peter Fitzsimons carried
the risk of injury or disease striking the
bulls over the longer term and paid substantial meal bills before they were finished.

CAPS GROUP | conclusions
*

The overall consensus of the CAPS
groupwasthatsuckler farmersintending
to go down the bull finishing route would
need a forward contract from factories
for their finished bulls the following
summer.
* The 350c/kg U3 price originally budgeted foreachbullwouldhaveclearedan
extra e85, perhaps enough to make the
bull finishing an attractive option.
* Whenasked what road heis takingwith
his 2010 bull weanlings, Peter Fitzsimons was unequivocal in his answer:
‘‘the road to the mart!’’

Table 1 | Finishing Bull Diet
DATES

NUMBER OF DAYS

Nov. 10th — Jan 31st

85

MEAL AND SILAGE
1.5kgs meal and silage ad-lib

Feb 1st - Feb 14th

14

3.0kgs meal and silage ad-lib

Feb 15th — Feb 28th

14

6.0kgs meal and silage ad-lib

Mar 1st — Mar 14th

14

7.0kgs meal and silage ad-lib

Mar 15th — Mar 28th

14

8.5kgs meal and silage ad-lib

Mar 29th — April 11th

14

11.0kgs meal and silage ad-lib

Apr 12th - April 25th

14

13.0kgs meal and 2kgs silage

Apr 26th — June 7th

42 = TOTAL 208 DAYS

14.0kgs meal and 2kgs silage

Table 2 | Finishing Bull Performance
Housing Weight on Nov 10th

350kgs

Total Weight Gain

238kgs

Slaughter Weight on June 7th

588kgs

Average Daily Gain (238 kgs/208days)

1.14kgs/day

Carcase Weight with 60% Kill Out

353kgs

Grade at Sale

U3

Price Received c/kg (p/lb)

326c/kg (116 p/lb)

Price Received per Bull

e1,151

Table 3 | Feed Costs per Bull
Silage ad-lib Nov 10th to Apr 11th

6 tonnes silage @ e25/tonne

150

Meal from Nov 10th to April 11th

620kgs 14% CP ration @ e172/tonne

107

2kgs silage/day April 12th to June 7th

104kgs of silage @ e25/tonne

3

Meal from April 12th to June 7th

770kgs 12% CP ration @180/tonne

139

TOTAL FEED COSTS PER BULL

e339

PRICE RECEIVED PER BULL

e1,151

MARGIN PER BULL AFTER FEED COSTS

e752
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farm management
mrafs'yadoT

Taxtips
for 2010
John Norris,

R

Farm Management
Specialist,Teagasc,
Kildalton

ECENT figures from the Teagasc National Farm Survey
(NFS) showed that overall
family farm incomes (FFI) in

2009 were down 30% compared with
2008 and 40% compared with 2007.
Tillage and dairy farms were hardest hit
and the only `upside' is that tax bills were
down. In 2010, income prospects are
better and the tax man will want his
share.
Taxation, generally, is rising, with the
introduction of the new income levy, increase in the health levy and reduction in
medical expenses relief.Tax credits and
tax bands for 2010 have remained static
and the more exotic tax reliefs are being
further restricted or phased out.
Check how these income and tax
changes will affect your preliminary tax
bill for 2010.There may be less need for
pension contributions to reduce the tax
bill in 2009/2010 for farmers who have
capital allowances available following
substantial investment in farm buildings/facilities in recent years. Also, some
farmers will still have a carryover of
cashflow problems from reduced incomes and this will limit their scope to
invest in pensions. However, where possible, it is still prudent to build up an
adequate pension fund for the future.
Farmers planning to retire and gift or
sell assets need to check the capital
taxes, as tax rates have increased and
tax-free thresholds have reduced in the
past two years. Further changes may

Farm incomes
were down in
2008/2009 but are
likely to increase in
2010, leading to higher
tax bills. Higher income
and health levies also
put upward pressure
on tax bills
26
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Income levy threshold

Rate of levy

(a)

Income up to e75,036

1.67%

(b)

Next e25,064 of income

3.0%

(c)

Next e74,880 of income

3.33%

(d)

Next e75,140 of income

4.67%

(e)

Balance of income

5.0%

Table 2 | The income levy rates applying to income in 2010
Income levy threshold

Rate of levy

(a)

Income up to e75,036

2.0%

(b)

Income from e75,037 to e174,980

4.0%

(c)

Income above e174,980

6.0%

Table 3 | The health levy for 2009  self-employed composite special rate
Health levy threshold

Rate of levy

(a)

First e75,036 of income

3.33%

(b)

Next e25,064 of income

4.0%

Balance of income

4.167%

(c)

Health levy for 2010
(a)

First e75,036 of income

4.0%

(b)

Income above e75,036

5.0%

come in the December 2010 budget and
in 2011.Talk to your accountant in good
time and estimate your likely tax bill to
finalise 2009 and pay preliminary tax for
2010. Plan for this bill in your cashflow for
October/November 2010.
The normal deadline for tax returns
and tax payments is 31 October 2010 for
self-employed taxpayers.
Those who file and pay using the ROS.
(Revenue online) system get an extra 16
days to complete their returns on or before 16 November 2010.

The new income levy
The income levy is a new tax on gross
income first introduced from 1 January
2009.The income levy was doubled and
the income thresholds were reduced
from 1 May 2009.
To simplify the application of the income levy to the self-employed, including farmers, the composite rates
outlined inTable 1 apply for the full year
2009. The rates of income levy for 2010
are outlined in Table 2.
Important points to note re the income levy include the following:
* Persons aged 65 and over are exempt
from the income levy if they are under
the low income exemption (single person = e20,000/married couple = e40,000).
* The income levy is payable on farming
profits before deductions for capital
allowances or contributions to private
pensions in 2009 and 2010. However, for
2010, farmers will be allowed to deduct

capital allowances related to expenditure on works associated with compliance with the Nitrates Directive.
* Income from forestry and eligible longterm land leasing is exempt from income tax but is subject to the income
levy.
* No income levy applies on social
welfare payments, including contributory and non-contributory social welfare pensions.
* The EU farmer’s retirement pension is
exempt.
* Deposit interest/credit union dividends subject to Deposit Interest Retention Tax (DIRT) are exempt from the
income levy (DIRT tax was raised from
23% to 25% from 8 April, 2009).
* Persons under 65 with incomes under
e15,024 are exempt from the income levy.
* Holders of full medical cards are
exempt from the income levy.
* Wages paid to hired labour or family
members are also subject to the income
levy, unless they are under the income
limits.

Health levy changes
The health levy rates on income were
doubled from 1 May 2009 and the income
thresholds at which the rates apply were
reduced. A composite special rate of
health levy was applied to the self-employed and farmers in 2009 and the new
high rate applies for the full year 2010
(Table 3)
>> Next page
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Table 1 | The new rate self-employed composite annualised rates for the income
levy in 2009
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ABOVE: Farmers’spouses who work in the public or semi-state sectors (for example, civil
servants, teachers, nurses, etc) have to pay a new pension levy contribution.
RIGHT: Farmers who invested substantially under the FarmWaste Management Scheme in 2007/
2008 will have new capital allowances available to reduce their tax bill in 2009/2010 and future
years.

When total income is under €26,000/year
in the 2009 and 2010 tax years, then the
taxpayer is exempt from the health levy.
The PRSI (Pay Related Social Insurance) rate for self-employed and farmers
(Class S) remains at 3% on all taxable
income. For employers/employees in the
wider economy, the limit on income subject to PRSI has been increased from
€52,000/year up to €75,036/year since 1
May 2009.

Off-farm incomes
Farmers and their spouses who work in
full or part-time employment off farm
also pay the income and health levies on
their gross earnings. Farmers’ spouses
who work in the public or semi-state
sectors (for example, civil servants, teachers, nurses, etc) have to pay a new

Cashflows and
the availability
ofcredit will remaintight
on many farms so
farmers need to plan
carefully to meet their
tax bills on time

pension levy contribution.This levy
ranges from 3% on income of €15,000 up
to 8.1% on income of €65,000, and over 9%
on very high incomes. It was introduced
from 1 January 2009 and continues in
2010.
Public sector wages/salaries have
also been subject to a new range of pay
cuts from 1 January 2010. Pay cuts and
job losses are also occurring in the private sector. Reductions in pay or loss of
off-farm employment mean lower incomes and, consequently, less income tax
from this source.

Health expenses relief
Tax relief on allowable health expenses
was reduced from the high tax rate of 41%
to the standard rate of 20% from 1 January 2009.This will affect families with
large health bills. Nursing home expenses retain the 41% tax relief to the
end of 2010 and will be kept under review
until the new ‘Fair Deal’ financing system for nursing home costs has settled in.
Tax relief on medical insurance premia
remains at 20% in 2009/2010 and this
relief is applied at source by the health
insurance companies.

Private pension contributions
Private pension contributions are an
important method of saving tax for
farmers. However, confidence in pension
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investments was severely dented by the
drop of approximately 35% in fund values across the sector in 2008 due to the
severe economic downturn.
Growth has returned to the funds
through 2009 and into 2010 and about
half or more of the drop in fund values
has been recovered.
Another positive angle is that investments made into pension funds when
share prices are lower will purchase
more units in the funds. Cashflow will
continue to be restricted on many farms
in 2010 and this will reduce the scope for
pension investment.
Also, farmers who invested substantially under the Farm Waste Management Scheme in 2007/2008 will have new
capital allowances available to reduce
their tax bill in 2009/2010 and future
years.This will reduce the need for pension contributions.
Commission for Taxation proposals to
reduce tax relief from a 41% tax rate to
33% may be implemented for pension
contributions sometime after 2010.

High earner’s restriction
This restriction has been increased in
the 2010 tax year. Persons with incomes
above €125,000 per year (down from
€250,000 previously) who benefit from
certain specified income tax reliefs and
exemptions will be subject to certain re-
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*

Farmincomesweredownin2008/2009
but are likely to increase in 2010, which
leads to higher tax bills.

*

Higher income and health levies and
static tax allowances also put upward
pressure on tax bills.

*

Cashflows and the availability of credit
will remain tight on many farms so
farmers need to plan carefully to meet
their tax bills on time.
*

Farmers planning for retirement and
asset transfers need to be aware of proposed changesto Agricultural Reliefand
Capital GainsTax Retirement relief and
reliefs on sites to children as recommended by the Commission forTaxation.
Any changes introduced in future budgets would have most impact on bigger
farms.

*

There may be further tax changes
following the December 2010 budget for
implementation in 2011.

*

Meet your accountant in good time for
2010 tax planning and keep in touch with
relevant tax issues.

strictions in order to affect a minimum
tax yield from the taxpayer. Some very
large farms with high profits and other
outside income sources are likely to fall
into this category.
This is a complex area which should
be discussed with your accountant in
good time.

Changes in capital taxation
A number of important changes have
been announced in the capital tax area in
recent budgets.
Further changes which would reduce
some of the reliefs available to farmers
were proposed in the Commission for
Taxation report of August 2009 and these
may be partially or fully implemented in
future budgets.The main points to note
under each tax heading are summarised
as follows:
* Stamp Duty
 The top rate of stamp duty applying to
the purchase/gift of commercial property and farmland has been reduced
from 9% to 6% for transactions over
€80,000 from 15 October, 2008.#
 Family relief of 50% applies for
transactions between closely related
persons (consanguinity relief).
 The 100% relief for young trained
farmers under 35 years is extended to 31
December 2012.
 The stamp duty relief scheme for farm

consolidation has been extended for two
years to 30 June 2011.
* Capital Gains Tax (CGT)
 Capital gains tax applies to gains on
the disposal (by sale or gift) of farmland,
sites, investment properties, stocks and
shares, etc.The rate of tax on capital
gains increased from 20% to 22% from 15
October 2008 and from 22% up to 25%
from 8 April 2009.
 However, the size of capital gains will
have reduced due to the reduction in the
market values of land and property. Capital Gains Tax bills can be substantial if
a person does not qualify for the valuable
retirement reliefs available to farmers.
 There is now a windfall 80% capital
gains tax on the sale of development land
introduced under the recent NAMA
legislation. It applies to disposals of land
on/after 30 October 2009 where the land
has been rezoned since that date. It also
provides that the sale of once-off sites
under one acre and valued at less than
€250,000 are not subject to the windfall
tax, but are subject to normal CGTrules.
It is not yet clear if the exemption applies
to one site or multiple sites; Revenue are
expected to clarify this soon.
 Land disposed of by Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) is exempt from the
80% windfall CGT but is subject to normal CGT rules.
* Capital Acquisitions Tax (CAT)

 Capital Acquisitions Tax applies to
gifts or inheritances which a person receives above the level of their tax-free
thresholds and after any relevant reliefs
have been taken into account.
 CAT rates increased from 20% to 22%
from 21 November 2008 and from 22% to
25% from 8 April 2009.
 Also, the amount a person can receive
tax-free by way of gifts/inheritances has
been reduced by 20% from 8 April 2009
and by a further 4.4% from 1 January
2010, due to deflation.
 However, the size of gifts/inheritances
will tend to be lower now due to the reduction in the market values of land and
property, but tax bills can still be high if a
farmer does not qualify for the various
reliefs available.

Tax planning
Farmers should meet their accountants
early to estimate their likely tax bills this
year, while maximising the use of the
various tax planning options.
In particular, check options under
Stock Relief and Capital Allowances for
Buildings as these could change post
2010 if Commission for Taxation recommendations are implemented.
The poor profits on dairy farms in
2009 will keep down the ‘averaged profit’
and, therefore, the tax bill for those on
the income averaging system.
Despite improvements expected in
2010 farm incomes, cashflow and availability of credit is still tight on many
farms and farmers need to make provision for their tax payments.
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environment
An introduction to
cross compliance
Tim Hyde,
Teagasc Athenry

The focus here is on Donegal but the
challenge is the same across the country.
All farmers in receipt of the Single
Farm Payment are obliged to adhere to 18
Statutory Management Requirements
(SMRs), such as Animal Identification
and Registration and must also maintain
their lands in Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition (GAEC).Together,
these are commonly known as cross compliance.

2009 inspections
A full cross compliance inspection means
that a farmer is inspected for all 18 SMRs,
if they are applicable to the farm, and
GAEC. In 2009:
* 23% of farmers inspected under the
Nitrates category were penalised for
inadequate management of manures,
effluent and fertilizers.
* 25% of farmers inspected under Animal
Identification and Registration were
penalised (15% for sheep; 10% for cattle).
* 7% of farmers inspected under Pesticides were penalised.

Cross compliance in Donegal
Martin McCullough,Teagasc Adviser,
Carndonagh, Co Donegal.

D

ESPITE opinions to the contrary, herd numbers are selected at random for
inspection: indeed, a number
of farms inspected in 2009 were also visited in 2010, even though there were no
problems on the farms in question.
DAFF may give no notification at all,
or up to 14 days, depending on the regulations being inspected. Notification can
only be given ‘where such notice does not
jeopardise the objective of the inspection’. It is important that all records as
required are maintained and available
for inspection.
The main cross compliance issues affecting farmers in Co Donegal are:

Animal identification & registration
In general, there is no problem with the
tagging of cattle and the associated paperwork. However, the complete opposite is true for sheep, with some animals
found not tagged as required and flock

registers not kept up to date. Ensuring
that the sheep census details are submitted on time is increasingly important.

Land eligibility
This will be the biggest problem area
with inspections in Donegal in 2010. Irrespective of the gross area of a land
parcel, the net area claimed must be
utilisable for growing grass or crops. Ineligible areas, such as roadways, farmyards, scrub and rock, must be deducted
from the gross land parcel area. Overclaiming on individual land parcels can
have severe financial implications as
DAFF is imposing retrospective penalties, going back to 2005, on areas found to
be overclaimed in 2009/2010.
For lands to be eligible they ‘must be
suitable for and compatible with the
farming enterprise’ and ‘there must be
appropriate fencing for the farming enterprise’.
Land eligibility can be a grey area for
farmers in the extensively grazed areas
of Donegal. If a farmer has sheep and
traditionally farms open hill ground,
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there should not be a problem with any
inspections. However, if the farmer has
cattle only and it is obvious that they are
not grazing these hill areas, problems
will arise: as one DAFFofficial stated,
‘walking a herd of cows across a bog’does
not make these lands eligible for payments. Active farming must be carried
out, which consists of grazing or topping.

GAEC
Poor financial returns is leading to land
being undergrazed or, in some cases, not
grazed at all.This gives rise to ‘land
abandonment’ and the encroachment of
noxious weeds, such as ragwort and

A full cross
compliance
inspection means that
afarmer isinspectedfor
all 18 SMRs and GAEC
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ABOVE: Harry Molloy (left) of Gleneely, Inishowen, withTeagasc adviser Martin McCullough ensuring that clean water from roofs/yards is separated and diverted to clean water outfalls.
LEFT: Inishowen countryside: good grazing land, unenclosed hill land and scrub areas.

IN SHORT | cross compliance
*

Cross compliance is not easy. However, Donegal farmers, and farmers
across the country, can meet the challenge and prevent severe financial penalties being imposed.
* Contact your local Teagasc office or
the DAFF website, www.agriculture.gov.ie under cross compliance, for further
information.

scrub.The early stages of abandonment
can occur where hedges are poorly
maintained and extending into the field
and this could be considered a breach of
GAEC. In many extensive hill areas of
Donegal there has been an increase in
the amount of fern cover which directly
corresponds with the dramatic decline
in hill sheep numbers.
DAFF will deduct areas covered in
noxious weeds, scrub or ferns from that
claimed unless steps are taken to control
them and sheep are grazing these areas.

Nitrates & farmyards
Pollution from farmyards was never a
major problem in Donegal and the recent Farm Waste Management Scheme

has virtually eliminated any potential
problems. Sufficient storage capacity
can still be a problem, however, as a sixmonth winter housing period is not uncommon in Donegal and the Nitrates
Directive requires a 20-week storage
period for all organic manures.
Farmers who spread organic manures
(slurry, FYM, etc) during the closed period will have a 20% penalty applied to
their SFP, DAS and REPS. Several
farmers have been brought to court by
local authorities on these issues and
were fined as well as the 20% penalty.
Gutters and downpipes must be in
place to reduce the volumes of farm
wastes. All silage effluent and soiled
water must be diverted to tank storage.
Proper record keeping is vital for
cross compliance purposes. In many
cases, farmers have been submitting
fertilizer records to DAFF following an
inspection and dropped themselves in it
because they spread too much fertilizer
for the number of animals on the farm.
Farmers who are not in REPS or who
have not had Nutrient Management
Plans drawn up for their farm may not
know what their fertilizer limits are.
The severity of penalties imposed for
errors made in completing nitrates records means that farmers should seek

professional advice on the application of
fertilizers and the completion of nitrates
records.

Pesticides
All pesticides on a farm must be stored in
a ‘dedicated, lockable and leak-proof ’
container, and have a warning sign on the
outside indicating that hazardous chemicals are being stored.This does not
have to be an elaborate warehouse: a
lockable fridge will do or an old shed
with a lockable door and solid floor. All
chemicals must have a PCS number and
be on the approved current Irish list of
pesticides. Farmers are required to submit records of sprays and crops to DAFF
following an inspection.These records
are then examined forensically by the
National Pesticide Control Unit.

Animal feed
All animal feeds should be stored in secure, self-contained, vermin-proof units,
with no dog food or similar materials in
the same vicinity.The corner of a workshop is not suitable as feed could be
contaminated with waste oils.The storage area does not have to be an elaborate structure; for example, a covered
clean barrel will suffice for smaller operators.
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Life after REPS ^ where
Mark Plunkett, soil specialist
Paul Fox, B&T tillage adviser,Tullamore

F

OR many tillage farmers, the
cropping year of 2010 will be the
last year to grow crops under
the REPS regime. About 23,000
farmers will exit the scheme in the coming months.
The end of REPS has advantages and
disadvantages for tillage farmers. On the
plus side, there is potential to increase
crop grain yields through higher usage of
nitrogen fertilizers.
On the negative side, farm incomes
will be reduced significantly and, in most
cases, this loss will not be fully offset by
greater crop yields.
Some farmers feel that life without
REPS means life without regulation or
record keeping.The reality, however, is
that all farmers must now comply with
nutrient limits set out in the Nitrates
Directive. A farm fertilizer plan will have
to be prepared annually and must be
maintained on farm for up to five years to
satisfy farm cross compliance requirements.
In addition, growers are required to
test soil organic matter in continuous
tillage soils to comply with Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition
(GAEC).
The GAEC condition is set by the EU
and requires that soil organic matter is
maintained through appropriate farming practices.This means that continuous tillage soils (greater than six years)
will have to be tested for soil organic
matter, 50% of soils tested by 31 December 2010 and the remaining 50% tested
by 31 December 2011. Farmers with soil
organic matter less that 3.4% must work
with their adviser to draw up a 10-year
organic matter plan for the farm.
Eddie Molloy, a tillage and livestock
farmer on the outskirts of Tullamore, Co
Offaly is coming to the end of his REPS3
contract. Eddie and his family have participated in REPS since it was launched
in 1994.
On this farm, there was a tradition of
growing spring barley and sugar beet in
rotation on the tillage area. In recent
years, spring barley has been the sole
crop grown since the demise of the sugar
beet industry, and no obvious break crop
was identified.
Over the years of REPS, Eddie soil
sampled the farm and followed recommendations in relation to fertilizer and
lime applications.
Eddie’s REPS soil test results showed
soil phosphorus (P) levels at index 4 and
soil potassium (K) at index 3 for the farm.
Soil pH was high (pH 7.4 to 7.9) with no
lime requirements during that period.
The spring barley fertilizer programme consisted of three bags per acre

Eddie Molloy, his daughter Aisling and Paul Fox examine a barley crop.

(370kg/ha) of 20-0-15 followed by CAN
(27% N) as a top-dressing.
During the course of the REPS plan,
Eddie expressed disappointment with
spring barley yields, particularly in recent years.This could possibly be attributed to the loss of sugar beet in the
rotation or the restricted nutrient usage
(especially N & P) under REPS. In addition, the soil pH on the farm is high and
could possibly be affecting soil P availability and plant uptake during the
growing season.

Fertilizer usage
The Irish Fertilizer Survey (2004 to
2008) reports that P & K fertilizer usage
has declined by about 40% compared
with 2003. Also during this period there
has been a change in fertilizer type usage
from high P & K fertilizer types (0-7-30/010-20) to high N compounds, such as cut/
pasture sward type products. As a result,
you would expect a decline in soil fertility and in particular on REPS farms.

years. A typical crop of spring barley
yielding 7.5t/ha (3t/ac) will remove approximately 29kgP/ha and 86kgK/ha
annually.
Soil K levels maybe be similar as fertilizer applications and soil K release
during that period would have supplied
crop requirements. Soil samples should
be taken once cereal crops are harvested
to check soil fertility levels and plan fertilizer requirements for 2011.
Eddie Molloy’s tillage fields are a light
to medium soil type and have been
ploughed every year since the mid-1970s.
Despite this, soil organic matter levels
were found to be between 4.5% and 6%
following a recent test. No remedial action is required on these soils as results
are above the 3.4% soil organic matter
threshold value.
Once cereal crops are harvested, take
soil samples for SOM analysis and, for a
small extra cost check, soil P, K, Mg, pH
and lime requirements.

Changes after REPS
Changes in soil fertility
Over the last five years, Eddie has
omitted P fertilizer applications as soil
test results showed good baseline soil P
fertility levels. Over the coming months,
the farm should be soil sampled for major soil nutrients and I would expect soil
P levels to have declined over the last 10
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1. Additional N on spring barley. Under Nitrates Directive, the N allowed for
spring barley is 135kgN/ha or 108 units
per acre.
2. Phosphorus and potassium advice
should be based on new soil test results.
3. A fertilizer plan must be drawn up
annually and maintained on farm to
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Good soil sampling = good results

meet farm cross compliance requirements.
4. Soil organic matter levels should be
tested to satisfy GAEC requirements.
Now is a good time to contact your local Teagasc adviser to take fresh soil
samples. It will show how soil fertility levels may have changes on your farm over
the last five years of the REPS plan.This
will provide up to date information on
the soil’s fertility status and reliable information to plan fertilizer and lime applications.

Update on P & K research
A number of trials are being conducted
both on spring barley and winter wheat
to examine the crops response to P & K
applications for crop yield.
Trials are being conducted as part of
the Agricultural Catchment programme
(ACP) and tillage BETTER farms programme.
This work will be welcomed by the
tillage sector as fertilizers now make up
to 50% of total variable costs. Dr David
Wall, ACP researcher, said: ‘‘Phosphorus
is a key nutrient in cereal production but
optimum use is critical to protect the
environment and the profitability of
cereal production’’.
Results from these trials will be
available over the coming months and
trials will be run again in 2011.

The best time for taking soil
samples is September to December. Ensure that there are
at least three to six months
between sampling and the last
P & K applications.
Take soil samples under
good soil conditions to ensure
soils are sampled to the correct sampling depth. Soils
should be sampled to a depth
of 10cm (four inches).
The correct sampling depth
is very important to ensure
accurate soil test results. This
is especially true for P in
grassland soils as the P tends
to be in the top few centimetres
of soil.
Incorrect sampling will result in inaccurate soil test
results coupled with poor nutrient advice. This is more
important now as P application
is restricted due to nutrient
legislation on farm. Good soil
sampling will ensure good soil
test results.
For reliable soil test results,
take a representative soil
sample every 2ha to 4ha and
take a minimum of 20 soil
cores per soil sample.

All farmers
must
comply
with
nutrient
limits set
out in the
Nitrates
Directive
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now for soil fertility?
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Cost or
benefit?
Dermot Forristal
Teagasc,
Oak Park

M

ACHINERY is an important
input on most farms with
considerable costs and benefits associated with its use.
All farms should regularly analyse their
machinery costs and machinery options.
The importance of machinery depends on your farming system. Mechanisation is central on tillage farms, where
developments in size and capacity have
facilitated the scale and labour efficiency of modern arable units.
While dairy farms may have a lesser
need for tractor operations, mechanisation of the milking task has allowed scale
to be achieved. Although some drystock
farms operate with minimal mechanisation, silage-making and feeding are
usually significant costs.
Machinery costs are always substantial. On dairy farms, the 2009 National
Farm Survey indicates that the average
spend on machinery (depreciation, hire,
and operating costs) was E17,557 per
year, or E370/ha, which equates to 30%
of the direct and machinery costs.
The spend on drystock farms was
E5,607, or E210/ha, which is 44% of
direct costs. On tillage farms, the annual

Dermot Forristal discusses machinery
replacement strategy with Pat Doyle.

spend was E20,275 or E357/ha which
accounts for 44% of direct plus machinery costs.
Like every other input, there are costs
and benefits associated with machinery.
These can be difficult to value however.
Where a contractor is used, the cost is

simply the charge.Where the machine is
owned, the cost elements include depreciation, interest, repairs and maintenance, fuel, labour and insurance.
While the National Farm Survey figures quoted above are reliable as a large
number of farms are surveyed, farm ma-

Tractor cost examples
Calculating machine costs is not easy, yet
cost estimation is essential for good machinery decisions. The Oak Park machinery
cost programme estimates depreciation,
interest and repairs, over a machine’s life
based on: machine type, use level, purchase
age (new or secondhand) and replacement
(trade-in) age. In Figure 1, the effect of use
level and replacement policy on tractor costs
is shown. The hourly running costs (excluding fuel and labour) for a 80kW (108hp)
tractor are compared at two annual use
levels and two purchase policies.
With 600 hours’ annual use, purchasing
new and replacing after 10 years gives an
hourly cost of e11.85 + fuel and labour.
Purchasing a second-hand tractor at five
years old and replacing 10 years later
reduces the costs to E7.93/hour. With higher
use levels, hourly costs drop to E8.91 and
E6.73 respectively for the two purchasing
strategies. Where annual use levels are low,
purchase of new tractors with relatively short
replacement strategies will incur high costs.

Figure 1: Effect of use level and
replacement policy on tractor cost
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The importance of not purchasing machines in isolation can be illustrated by the
following example. A dairy farmer with a
75kW tractor needs to replace an old 1,600
gallon slurry tanker and decides to upgrade
to a recessed-wheel type to reduce ground
pressure. With the extra investment required for this type of tanker, he decides to
go for the biggest possible capacity and
chooses a 2,250 gallon model.
The extra machine and slurry weight
adds an extra 4t compared with the original
tanker, causing the 75kW tractor to struggle on anything other than level ground
conditions. With little further thought, the
farmer then decides to replace his tractor
with a 100kW (135hp) model to handle the
tanker. The fitted tractor loader is also
replaced.
There are many problems with this
unplanned approach. The change of slurry
tanker was justified but the temptation to go
for extra capacity brought on a steep
increase in tractor costs as: the replacement age was shortened; a larger tractor
was purchased and extra loader costs
were also incurred. More careful planning
in advance of the slurry tanker replacement
would have determined whether the extra
machinery investment is worthwhile. In this
case, if there was no other benefit in having
the larger tractor, a smaller tanker may
have been the better option.

chine costs can vary widely from year to
year and from farm to farm.
Cost elements vary over the life of a
machine with annual depreciation declining as a machine gets older but repair
costs increase.
The benefits of machinery can also be
difficult to quantify.While labour substitution is obvious, timeliness is the critical benefit for many operations such as
spraying, sowing, silage harvesting, etc,
i.e. getting the job done at the right time.
There are significant quality aspects
to machinery operations also. Some machine types can do better quality work
than others. Machines can eliminate
drudgery and make the farmers tasks
easier and more comfortable. Calculating the monetary value of some of these
benefits can be difficult. Farmers have
very different views of what values they
attribute to comfort and elimination of
‘hardship’.

Machinery choices
Factors to consider in evaluating your
options include:
* Amount of work you have available for
the machine.
* Labour/time available to operate
machine and its cost.
* Cost of each option (e.g. ownership)
versus the alternative (e.g. using a
contractor).
* Availability of alternatives.

*

Have a plan

*

Every farm should have a plan for its
mechanisation supply. Unfortunately,
many purchase decisions are made with
little thought, particularly if a machine
has a serious breakdown.
The first reaction is to replace it with
something similar. More worryingly,
many farmers tend to upgrade to the
next size of machine or the latest increased specification without considering whether the farm can justifythe extra
costs.
Agriculture continues to change and
machinery continues to develop; it’s imperative that farmers plan their mechanisation policy carefully and avoid
making purchase decisions in isolation,
or in haste.
A well thought out plan which considers all the factors mentioned above,
including alternatives to ownership, is
an essential step in arriving at good decisions.

Quality/timeliness impact of choice.
Your mechanical ability/interest in
machinery.
* Existing complimentary machinery on
your farm.
Cost is a critical factor. Frequently, we
can allow our own preferences to alter
our judgment  sometimes with disastrous results.
For example, if a grower wants to justify machine ownership on small work
areas, it is tempting to over-estimate the
losses that may arise from a contractor
being delayed.
Equally, some farmers who see any
machine ownership as an affront to lowcost production may endure excessive
personal hardship when a modest machinery cost could make life much easier.
A balanced view, coupled with an accurate assessment of costs, is essential for
good decision-making.
The options which farmers have for
any machinery operation include:
* Machinery purchase or alternative
such as contractor use; machinery
partnership with neighbour; machine
rental/hire, etc.
* Where machine purchase is chosen,
decisions on the following are necessary:
 Size/capacity of machine and its
specification
 New or secondhand
 Age at purchase and replacement

CONCLUSION
*

Machinery brings costs and benefits to
farms which are frequently difficult to
value. Cost analysis is essential and a
logical planning approach is necessary
to ensure that the right mechanisation
options are chosen on your farm.
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Thinyour forest, f
Mary Ryan,

Teagasc Forestry
Specialist

Timber prices are high right now
but, to date, many farm forests
remain unthinned. Teagasc and
LEADER in Co Clare are facilitating the formation of geographic
clusters of forest owners who can
work together to reduce timber
harvesting costs, avail of training
and ultimately increase profits
from thinnings

T

HE mid 1990s saw a huge

increase in the area of land
being afforested by farmers.
Many of the farm forests are
nowapproachingtheageoffirstthinning
and have the potential to meet a large
proportion of future renewable energy
needs in the form of woodchip.
The Co ClareWood Energy Project
(CCWEP) is a joint venture between the
Teagasc Forestry Development Unit and
Clare Local Development Company
(LEADER) ö previously funded by the
Forest Service. It aims to facilitate the
demand for woodchip and the formation
of woodchip supply chains from farm
forest thinnings to meet renewable energy demands in Co Clare.
Progress to date in demand for
woodchip in Co Clare:
No. of boilers
8
Heat provided
2.5 MW
Wood chip required
2,500
tonnes
Thinning area required
170 ha/year

Work is now being completed on a website that
will act as a shop window for both buyers and
sellers of timber.

FORESTRYEVENTS

* Teagasc is holding a Forest Producer
Groups Workshop in Kilkenny on 21
October. For further information see
www.teagasc.ie/forestry

* `GrowingWoodlands ö Enhancing our
Lives' is a series of events celebrating
the multi-functional benefits that trees
and woodlands can bring to our lives.
Events such as tree-planting, biodiversity walks, forest recreation walks,
school visits, timber measurement,
wood energy, thinning and forest man-
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NICK RYAN | farmer, Feakle, Co Clare
``Asapart-timefarmer Iwouldneverbein
a position to do this on my own. All the
east Clare forest owners came together
at our last meeting in Ennis in July.
``I did not realise that so many near
where I live all have plantations similar
to my own.Therefore, we can benefit by
all of us working together rather than in
isolation.''
Nick Ryan, speakingabout organising
the thinning of his forest.

agement demos will take place in Co
Roscommon between 3 and 17 October.
Details on www.teagasc.ie / forestry

provides a regular income for owners
every three to five years. Forests over 20
years of age are unlikelyto be thinned as
the risk of windblow increases with age.
However, the actual supply of timber
The Forest Service (2009) estimates comingontothemarketfromtheprivate
the total forest estate for Co Clare to be sector is well below forecasted levels,
51,072ha; this represents approximately with many private plantations currently
remaining unthinned.The high cost of
16% of the county's area.
Forests in the 11 to 20-year age cate- harvesting smaller forests, lack of
knowledge about when to thin and the
gories, comprising approximately
price attained for farm forest produce
9,600ha, are either currently at or rapidly approaching the age of first thin- have contributed to this.
To demystify thinning and encourage
ning.Thinning involves the removal of a
percentage of the crop to allow the re- owners to thin, the project recently produceda StepbyStepGuide and circulated
maining trees to grow into quality
it to forest owners in the county. This
straight stems for timber production.
The trees removed are used to produce booklet takes owners through the steps
of opening inspection paths, constructfibreboard, stakes, woodchip for heat
andforoutwintering pads.Thinning also ing roads, taking timber measurements
36

This Step by Step guide is available from
Teagasc and CLDC (LEADER)
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and getting a felling licence, so that they
are ready to avail of the high timber
prices that are currently being offered.
Teagasc forestry adviser AÂine O'Callaghan also runs short `Step by Step'
workshops where owners gain hands-on
experience of the thinning process and
how to monitor the timber being removed.

In addition,Teagasc forestryadvisers
have also facilitated the development of
a number of forest producer groups
around the country.
There is very little information at locallevelonexactlywheretheresourceis
located and which plantations are suitable for thinning in the next five to 10
years.Inaddition,farmforeststendtobe
small,scatteredandnotalwaysclosetoa
public road, making it difficult to thin
profitably.Thereisarealdangerthatthe
potential of this resource for wood energy, and the timber processing sector in

fattenyour wallet
MAPSOURCE: Niall Farrelly,
Teagasc, 2010

general, will not be achieved if forests
remain unthinned.
Teagasc has developed a GIS (Geographic Information System) tool with
funding from COFORD which allows for
the location of areas with high concentrations of farm forests.This GIS tool was
used to generate the map (above), which
shows the areas in Clare with greater
than 25% cover of private forest planted
prior to the year 2000.

CCWEP is now using this system to
locate concentrations of farm forests
approaching first thinning.The CCWEP
project team then facilitates the formation of `clusters' of farm forest owners by
inviting forest owners to local meetings.
A cluster or producer group can help
achieve economies of scale, as the prices
associated with harvesting, transporting
and road construction can be shared and
reduced. It is easier to negotiate a reduction in the costs associated with
thinning if larger quantities of material
are sold.
The group structure is more attractive to purchasers, as a consistent supply
of timber can be obtained without the
complexities of dealing with several individual owners.
A group approach will also give owners the confidence to make more informed decisions abouttheir plantations
as learning from one another is a key
component.

Clusters in Clare

Using the GIS mapping, large clusters
were identified in Co Clare. Äine O'Callaghan invited forest owners with forestry approaching first thinning age to
attend a meeting in Ennis in July. Forty
eight attended and they were broken up
into more local groups to exchange forest
and contact details. Some of the groups
are almost ready for thinning while
others are ready to look for contractors
to open inspection paths.
Atthis stage, 279 farm forest owners in
Clare have decided to participate in the
project and have asked the Forest Service to release their forest information to
the project so that a database of all the
forests may be compiled. Although all of
these owners want to thin their forests, a
recent survey showed that only a small
number have already taken the steps
necessary to start thinning; i.e.19.5%
have opened inspection paths while another 36% say they have some access to
the forest. Only 20% have constructed a
forest road while just 10% have felling
licences for the thinning of their forests.
There are opportunities now for these
owners to cluster their forests to make
the work more attractive to contractors.
On the basis of the above, the project
identified a communication gap between
forest owners and contractors/timber
buyers.The project team met with timber buyers/harvesting contractors to see

what information they needed from forest owners.Work is now being completed
on a website which will act as a shop
window for both buyers and sellers of
timber.
Directories of timber buyers, harvesting and other contractors have been
compiled on the website where contractors can upload their own details and
information as to when they will be operating in Clare.
Groups of owners can post requests
for bids for road building, inspection
path cutting, timber inventories or timber sales on the project's custom designed `Wood energy shop window'
website. Contractors will then receive
SMS text alerts when clusters of owners
have timber for sale or when clusters are
looking for bids for brash paths, forest
inventories or the construction of forest
roads. ``Teagasc and CLDC have put
much time and effort into promoting the
use of local thinnings for wood energy in
Co Clare, and the project team continue
to mentor and give advice to owners.
However, the success or failure of this
initiative will depend on the involvement
of the forest owners themselves,'' said
Gloria Callinan, CCWEP project administrator.

For details, contact Gloria: info@
ccwep.ie or www.ccwep.ie or on 0656866800 or Äine: aine.ocallaghan@
teagasc.ie; 087-2197086.
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botanic gardens

Gardening to attract butterflies, moths and other beneficial insects can be easy, inexpensive and very rewarding.

Putting the buzz back in gardening
Pat Leonard,
Botanic gardens

N

OT that long ago I remember,
when driving in the countryside on a summer’s night, seeing a ‘snowstorm’ of moths
caught in the car’s headlights. If you left a
window ajar, with a light on inside, you
were greeted with a multitude of moths
on the ceiling when you returned. Not so,
any longer.Where have they gone?
There has been a dramatic drop in the
number of insects in the past few decades; the population decline in insects is
now greater than in any other group of
living things.The bumble bee population, which plays such an important role
in plant pollination, has dropped 50%
over the last 20 to 30 years in farmland
areas of Ireland, according to a recent
study.This loss is further increased as
many of these insects provide a rich food
source for many of our common small
birds, including that voice of spring, the
cuckoo
The United Nations has designated
2010 as the International Year of Biodiversity, so perhaps it is timely to see
what we can do, even in a small way, to
help stem this alarming tide of species
decline. What could be more rewarding
than to help some of nature’s most eyecatching and beautiful creatures, our

An occasional series by experts
at the Teagasc college at
the National Botanic gardens
aimed at adding to the
appearance and value of
your farm
butterflies and moths, and entice them
back into our own private garden space
to feed, hibernate and breed?
Hours of delight can be spent watching them flit from flower to flower in the
summer garden.
To encourage these creatures you basically need to provide shelter, warmth
and plants rich in nectar. Don’t have your
garden excessively neat and tidy but
leave some wild areas if possible. Beautiful butterflies, such as the Red Admiral, Peacock and Small Tortoiseshell,
breed exclusively on common stinging
nettle, particularly if it is growing in a
sunny site. Remember, a weed is simply a
plant growing in a place you don’t want it
to. A log pile in a shaded part of the gar-
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den can also be used by Peacock butterflies to hibernate.The less hard surface
in your garden and the more plants the
better.
Butterflies and moths visit gardens to
drink nectar from flowers.Therefore,
grow as many nectar-rich flowering
plants as possible, especially in a sheltered, sunny spot, and keep them well
watered to increase nectar release,
especially in dry conditions.
One of the best shrubs to grow is the
‘Butterfly Bush’ Buddleia, which comes
in a range of colours from many shades
of blue to intense magenta. Plant in a
sunny place and it will act as a magnet to
butterflies by day and moths by night. In
March, prune your Buddleia vigorously
to almost ground level for best results.
Other good butterfly plants include
the White Escallonia (Escallonia bifida),
if you can get your hands on it,
Lavender, Hebe, the Ice Plant (Sedum
spectable), ‘Butterfly Blue’ Scabious
(Scabiosa), Butterfly verbena (Verbena
bonariensis), Purple Cone Flower (Echinacea purpureae), Pincushion Flower
(Knautia macedonica), Michaelmas Daisies (Aster), and Eupatorium purpureum, if you have the space for it. Also
good for insects are the following herbs:
mint, chives, thyme, valerian and marjoram (Origanum).
Gardening to attract butterflies,
moths and other beneficial insects can
be easy, inexpensive and very rewarding.
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